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Background: GROSSE SCHÜTZEN KLEINE - Safe Kids Austria is one of the leading injury 

prevention organizations in Austria. It is based at the Medical University Hospital of Graz and 

is running a hospital-integrated injury database. In close cooperation with Austrian ministries, 

current research activities are focused on the effects of laws – concretely, helmet laws. 

 

Currently we have three interesting helmet laws with different methods of enforcement:  

Motorcycle (moped) helmet law State-wide, enforced From 15y onward 

Bicycle helmet law State-wide, not enforced Until 11y 

Skiing helmet law Local, not enforced Until 15y 

 

 

Objective: To evaluate the effect of helmet laws regarding the wearing rate and to investigate 

motivators and hindrances 

 

Method: First we analyzed the hospital data to evaluate the helmet-wearing rate and the 

number of head injuries. Second we asked teenagers via an online questionnaire about their 

attitudes and opinions towards helmets and about their wearing rates. Third we compared 

their information with available data from local observations and with neighboring European 

countries.  

 

Results: Austria, Germany and Switzerland have very different laws for helmets but we see 

in the numbers that among bicyclists helmet-wearing rates of 60-70% are possible without a 

law. For skiers we can analyze rates over 90%, and the same for motorcyclists. If we 

compare observational wearing rates during activities and rates among injured children at 
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hospitals’ ERs, we can see that rates are lower in the hospitalization group; therefore we can 

state that the risk compensation theory seems not significant nor appropriate for this safety 

article. 

There is an obvious correlation between head injury, helmet wearing and physical 

environment, because head injuries account for 36% of all injuries among bicyclists, but only 

for 12% among moped users and 7% among skiers.  

The arguments from teenagers differ from “protect the head” and “I have to wear it” to “I need 

or I do not need to because I´m well trained and fast.” 

 

Conclusion: Before introducing an effective helmet law it is very important to reflect the 

special situation and characteristics of the target group. Some situations, like puberty, are 

very difficult, especially if a law divides this group into two parts of those who have to and 

those who do not have to wear helmets (e.g. in the case of bicycling), the latter expressing 

an initiation mark, like I’m nearly adult now, I´m one of the grown-ups. 

A law will be accepted if the fine is not significant. For moped drivers a motorcycle license 

expresses an initiation mark as well. And wearing a helmet is accepted from a fashion 

standpoint by the age group, because riding a moped signals freedom and self-

determination. 

A law without enforcement will succeed if the helmet is part of the equipment (skiing). 

Therefore it is much more important and effective to create a fashion trend than to drive 

campaigns with rational arguments.  
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